
With Summer slowly coming to a close, this edition of the Knighted Writer is all about our favorite
Summer Blockbusters! In this feature, we'll review some recent, fun KV events and preview
upcoming fall activities, including some big office moves for KV's corporate teams and our first
ever Walktober Competition! Our employee spotlight recognizes extraordinary team members
from SoCal, the Bay and the Sacramento areas who embody the concept of "Lead from where you
are." We've also revamped Banker Brilliance - you might want to take a look back at some older
puzzles to help you win this month! Finally, we delve into understanding emotional intelligence, and
how we can apply it to our work and personal lives. 

It's been quite a summer, KV family! Now grab some popcorn and enjoy the Summer Blockbuster
edition of the Knighted Writer!  

It's almost fall! Normally, we'd wax poetic about
rustling leaves and cozy autumn sweaters, but let's
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be real - we live in California, the land of (almost) no
seasons. Even so, fall is a time in which we turn off
the AC and start entertaining the notion of drinking
hot coffee again. And, more importantly, it's a
season during which we can finally stand to spend
more time outside. To that end, KV is pleased to
offer our first major wellness event: WALKTOBER!

Walktober is an
interactive walking
challenge designed to
inspire you to boost
your activity with fun,
motivating tools to set
goals, track progress,
share success, and
support your team.

 The best part? Knighted will
pay for your very own
FitBit Flex for the first 125
team members who sign up!
We'll pay for half now,  we'll
reimburse you for the other
half as long as you complete
the Walktober challenge!
 

You can register for Walktober on September 17th,
and the challenge will run from October 1 through
November 11th.  On the first day of registration, go
to knighted.walktober.com to learn more, and stay
tuned for walking events in your area!
 

In celebration of summer, the Los Angeles and
Sacramento area teams threw summer picnics this
past month - read all about them below! 

The KV Bike team celebrated its 2nd Annual Picnic
this August at Cerritos Regional Park. With over 120
people attending the picnic throughout the day, we
had a great time catching up with each other, and
savored the opportunity to compete in games and
win prizes! "Shake It Off," the Hand Game, and Tug
of War were major crowd pleasers, along with an
intense game of Knighted Dodgeball!

KV Office Moves

This edition of Banker Brilliance
is a battle of wits, deduction, and
luck. Drawing on the casino-
based word bank of previous
crosswords, take on our code
crossword! 

 
Instead of solving this puzzle
based on word clues, you are
given only the numbers that
correspond with each letter.
Some letters have been given
to you to start you off. 
 
Take some time to think of
what makes sense in the
blanks, and the puzzle will get
easier with each word you fill
in.

 
 
Submit Your Answers

to Win!
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001sruTGmxGt2DPvmBOlnBAL4ruyrRZ1jVlIf7jdG0XrspI7j8aJPLrXObL76B3_Y2IM-ewBMicll5a7kBkpfOJx2JISuJo3Qv0RervXxO4XtoTwYslgoNOLIxLKOQK65RHNarpgkuMXH3Cr3gbaPkByvb2kRV99wISmNA7QtH-vjrRGYm1a0mDlg==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001sruTGmxGt2DPvmBOlnBAL4ruyrRZ1jVlIf7jdG0XrspI7j8aJPLrXObL76B3_Y2IhnLB6z9sI-YFfpyal7FgehReZ8zsdKWSYcC1FAJFn5L1Vu6VWT1Q_xA4KYoEldrSG2ckjyrgnq3ANcM6Mry7awvNXIoKUMsXUPu8iduzOiP1LgiPoeL1O5pnAg1EQJSPqiqptrzGKVWM-DJ2pGhHBf_4X-Dex2SXWgPt1B0bmHNMJOs1WkXJW4PTMkSYM5xBGHV8nk-4xZCJaTbKM4L__HvapS_IV6hl2MIWyhpMshngH0taUHVz-g==&c=&ch=


 
Not to be outmatched, Sacramento also
celebrated its first Annual Company Picnic on
August 18th in Elk Grove Park! Associates from
Lotus, Lodi and Cordova all gathered and played
competitive games, ate good food, and won tons of
cool prizes. In addition to some casual fun in the
sun, teams made of members from all the different
casinos came together to compete in volleyball,
cornhole, charades, marshmallow-house building,
and Knighted Trivia. 

We'd like to thank everyone who came out to the
company picnics this year - we appreciate all the
hard work and extra hours you all have been
putting in, and we hope you had a blast!    

Have some suggestions for next year's events?
Talk to HR or your Supervisors today.  

Sean Farley, rivaling Sherlock,
overcame the riddles from last
edition of Banker Brilliance. Big
congratulations to Sean and we
hope you rock out the rest of
summer with your new Fender
Rumble 25 v3 Bass Combo
Amplifier!

We often think of a decision as a
conflict between the heart and
the brain. Our emotions guide us
in one direction, but logic and
reason steer us toward another.
While this may be a useful
metaphor for internal turmoil, in
reality, we can't truly separate
emotion from intellect. In the
1990s, the concept of "Emotional
Intelligence" or EI, began to take
hold. EI is the ability to
understand and manage one's
own emotions, as well as the
emotions of others. But before
you accuse us of being too
touchy-feely, consider the
following:

In 1998, the U.S. Air Force
placed its most
emotionally intelligent
recruiters in its strongest
recruiting hubs across the



 

There was a lot of cha-chaing and shimmying this
month at KV!

At the 101 Casino, we have the return of Supervisor
Anthony Patino from Napa and we welcome Shift
Lead Daniel Kim from Lotus. Out in Sacramento, we
have a lot of movement going on too. For our
Supervisors, we have Shalane Langstaff moving to
Lodi, Sadie Moua to Lotus, Ricardo Calma to Lodi,
Muriel Lee to Cordova, and Andy Thao to Cordova!
For Associates and Shift Leads, we have Dylan
Bridges and Julio Martinez to Lotus and Camille
Javier and Isaac Peralta to Cordova. Lastly, Bike
welcomes Edward Castro from 580! Thanks for all
your smooth moves team!
 
In addition to all these great moves, we've got a lot
of shaking going on! We'd like to give a shoutout to
our new Supervisors: Jacques Gandolfo-Monk at
101, David Chlebowski at Napa, Shalane
Langstaff, Karl Lukes, Vanessa Casao, James
Yang and James Rutledge in the Sacramento area,
and J.R. Cataquian and Meer Ghaznavi at Palace.
Congratulations, all!

country, and saw $3
million in recruitment cost
savings.
When L'Oreal began
screening job candidates
for emotional intelligence, it
saw a 63% reduction in
employee turnover.
MetLife found that its
highest-performing
salespeople also scored
higher in learned optimism,
meaning they were
successful in identifying
and regulating their
negative emotions.

While IQ has long been the gold
standard for measuring
intelligence, the examples above
show us  that emotional
intelligence is a crucial
counterpart and key predictor of
success. At Knighted, we place a
strong emphasis on gaming
excellence: the ability to learn
new games and develop
technical skills is the cornerstone
of what we do. But emotional
intelligence is equally vital in our
professional endeavors, and
developing EI can take you the
extra mile - from a strong
Associate to a leading force in
your organization. Emotional
intelligence has five components,
which can be translated to your
actions on the table and your
interactions with casino staff and
patrons.

Self-Awareness: Can you
recognize your own emotions
and drives? How do you come
across to others? How do you
feel when you receive an
assignment you're not excited
about, and does that affect your
subsequent interactions with
others?  
Self-regulation: Can you
recognize and redirect your
impulses? We all get upset
sometimes, and we have a right
to feel the way we feel - but can
we harness those emotions
constructively rather than



 

The League of Extraordinary
Gaming Associates

Ashley Guzman - Rancho Cordova
 

Before Knighted, Ashley
studied business and
finance, while being a
professional Mom to her
little boy Oenomaus.
When her brother
completed his
deployment to
Afghanistan, her family
had the opportunity to
move from Houston,
Texas to California, and she jumped at the chance
to experience the West Coast. Ashley began her
Knighted career in October 2014, and she looks
forward to coming into work and being comfortable
around some of the best people she's ever met.
She also enjoys that her job keeps her multitasking
skills sharp.

Fun Fact: Ashley loves to cook completely from
scratch! Her move from Texas to California allowed
her ample free time, during which she pushed
herself to cook something new every day. She
recommends a lot of patience when making dishes
from scratch, and to allow mistakes and avoid
perfectionism in cooking 
 

 Andy Davis - Napa Valley
 

destructively?
Motivation: Why do you want to
do well? Are you driven by
money or title, or do you want to
achieve for achievement's sake?
Are you motivated to help others
succeed? Is your work ethic
contagious?
Empathy: Can you step into the
shoes of another person? Are
you making decisions and
communicating in a way that is
considerate of others?
Social skills: Are you able to
build positive relationships with
others to navigate through
collaboration and conflict?
 
Cultivating your EI can especially
help you in times of conflict,
where emotions may be running
high but all parties want to reach
a satisfactory conclusion.
Whether you're in the middle of a
busy game or simply conversing
with your peers in the breakroom,
emotional intelligence can
improve interpersonal interaction
at work and in your personal life.
By managing and assessing the
emotions of yourself and others,
you will hone your situational
awareness, a key leadership
trait. And in a gaming
environment in which technical
ability is a requirement, it's EI
that will make you stand out even
further and will propel you to
future career success.

Staying physically active is crucial 
in helping us increase our daily 
energy levels, maintain a healthy 
weight, and keep our hearts 
healthy. There are now more ways 



Andy studied chemistry at the University of San
Diego before Knighted, and
worked in undergraduate
research in carbene
chemistry for both organic
and inorganic chemistry. He
pursued chemistry because
the idea of reactions always
intrigued him, and wanted to
apply this passion practically.
Being with Knighted since April
2015, he looks forward to
getting to do something
different every day, while

working with other Gaming Associates and casino
patrons.

Fun Fact: Andy is a huge baseball fan! His favorite
team is the San Francisco Giants, and likes that the
sport gives you a chance to see something that's
never happened before. His advice for new
baseball fans? Try and understand what the
pitcher and the hitter are thinking; there's lots of
strategy involved!
 
 

Shawn Zion - Bicycle 
 
Shawn worked in a
variety of fields
before Knighted, with
most recently in
security and auto
maintenance. He
considered these
positions "not as fun"
as being with KV,
and has been with us
since May of 2014.
What he enjoys the
most about being a Gaming Associate is getting to
work with so many "cool and interesting people";
Shawn even works on writing comedy sketches with
other KV employees at the Bicycle! In his free time,
Shawn enjoys playing sports, and especially likes
playing pick-up basketball with friends.
 
Fun Fact: Shawn has a fear of helicopters! He's not
scared of helicopters in general, though. He's just
scared of riding in them! He first rode a civilian
helicopter in the Philippines, and the way that the
mechanic described the machinery scared him to
death, since they're notoriously hard to maintain.

to get fit than ever: cycling, 
running, yoga, crossfit, hiking, 
zumba, dance - you name it! 
However, perhaps the easiest, 
lowest impact activity you can 
partake in is walking! 

Research has shown that walking 
and doing moderate physical 
activity for at least 30 minutes a 
day can help:

Reduce risk of heart disease
improve blood pressure and 
blood sugar levels
improve blood lipid 
(cholesterol) levels
Maintain body weight and 
lower risk of obesity
Enhance mental well being 
Reduce risk of osteoporosis 
(weak bones)
Reduce risk of breast and 
colon cancer
Reduce risk of type 2 
diabetes

That's a lot of benefits for such a 
simple daily activity! With KV 
Walktober just around the corner, 
don't forget to register starting on 
September 17th and start to 
making positive health changes in 
your life!

The gaming industry is known for
being extremely dynamic and
constantly changing. Games change,
patrons and associates age, the
televisions adorning the casinos'
walls grow larger and brighter - yet
the casino atmosphere seems to
remain the same hectic maelstrom as
always. Another change that occurs
over time is the growth of
companies: Knighted Ventures
recently crossed the 600 employee
mark (hooray!), and with the growth



 

 

of our company population, the HR
and Training staff have increased as
well.

Over the next few months, both the
Emeryville and Los Angeles
corporate offices will be moving to
new locations, with better training
facilities and recruiting capabilities,
in order to reflect the company's
goals of expansion and continued
growth. The Los Angeles office will
be moving from Gardena to
Downtown LA, and the Emeryville
office will be moving to Paradise
Park, just south of Berkeley.

Both of these moves should be
completed by the beginning of
October, so be on the lookout for
more information in the next couple
of months as these changes occur!
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